Structural Analysis of G1691S Variant in the Human Filamin B Gene Responsible for Larsen Syndrome: A Comparative Computational Approach.
Larsen syndrome (LRS) is a rare genetic disease associated with variable manifestations including skeletal malformations, dislocations of the large joints, and notable changes in facial and limb features. Genetic variants in the Filamin B (FLNB) gene are associated with the development of LRS. We searched two literature databases (OMIM and PubMed) and three gene variant databases (HGMD, UniProt, & dbSNP) to capture all the possible variants associated with LRS phenotype, which may have an impact on the FLNB function. Our search yielded 77 variants that might impact the FLNB protein function in patients with LRS. We performed rigorous computational analysis such as conservational, biochemical, pathogenicity, and structural computational analyses to understand the deleterious effect of the G1691S variant. Further, the structural changes of the G1691S variant was compared with a null variant (G1691A) and the native protein through a molecular dynamic simulation study of 50 ns. We found that the variant G1691S was highly deleterious and destabilize the protein when compared to the native and variant G1691A. This might be due to the physicochemical changes in the variant G1691S when compared to the native and variant G1691A. The destabilization was further supported by transformation of bend to coil in variant G1691S whereas bend was retained in native and variant G1691A through molecular dynamics analysis. Our study shed light on the importance of computational methods to understand the molecular nature of genetic variants and structural insights on the function of the FLNB protein. J. Cell. Biochem. 118: 1900-1910, 2017. © 2017 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.